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Abstract—In this paper we are concerned with allowing the
operator of a haptic display to interact with virtual systems
having significant inertial dynamics and realistic constraints.
We review the mathematical structure arising from the
kinetic energy metric, required to create a virtual dynamics
simulation consisting of rigid-body dynamics along with
holonomic and/or nonholonomic motion constraints. We
develop an admittance controller composed of feedforward
and feedback terms, while preserving the integrity of the
intended virtual dynamics simulation. This controller is
implemented on the Cobotic Hand Controller, an admittancetype haptic display, and two examples are discussed.
Index Terms – Haptics, Cobots, Rigid-Body Dynamics,
Hybrid Control, Virtual Surfaces.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and Goals
There are an increasing number of teleoperation based
tasks or virtual environment interactions in which a high
fidelity haptic master controller is desired. These include
the control of a slave robot in medical surgeries,
micro/nano-manipulation, undersea salvage, maintenance
of nuclear plants and other hazardous environments, as well
as interaction with computer-aided design models and other
virtual environments. The execution of these tasks by an
operator is affected by his/her sense of telepresence and the
transparency of the master-slave relationship [1]. Physical
cues provided by the master manipulandum or haptic
display, be they feedback from the remote site, or assistive
constraints on motion, improve operator performance and
efficiency for many dexterous tasks. Consider a surgeon
remotely controlling a slave robot’s movements of a
scalpel. In order to execute a precise incision, it is desirable
for the motion of the scalpel to be constrained to a straight
path at a certain depth, filtering out tremor and preventing
damage to tissues beneath the incision or along either side.
Such constraints can vastly simplify execution of a sixdegree-of-freedom task in a teleoperation setting. Force
feedback can also be used to inform the surgeon as to what
impedance the scalpel is in contact with. The interactions or
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constraint forces imposed on the scalpel in the remote
environment are played back to the operator via the haptic
display.
Users of a teleoperator typically manipulate a mastermanipulandum that may be quite different from the scalpel
in the remote environment. The apparent inertia of the endeffector changes with configuration of the haptic display
mechanism while that of the scalpel does not. In order to
maintain the surgeon’s sense of telepresence, we believe
that the master-manipulandum’s apparent inertia should be
controlled to appear like that of the scalpel, retractor, or
suturing tools that the surgeon is familiar with.
Rarely, in practice, are inertial dynamics of a haptic
display masked or made to behave like those of the virtual
tool. Perhaps because of the predominance of impedance
displays, very little literature has addressed the haptic
display of inertial systems. The vast majority of haptic
devices (e.g., the ubiquitous Phantom [2]) are “impedance
displays” – they sense motions applied by users and control
force and torque in response. Most often, the user interacts
with a virtual probe or stylus whose inertia is not simulated
by the haptic display. That is, the inertia felt by the user is
that of the haptic display itself, but since both this and the
inertia of the virtual probe are small, the difference is not
perceptible.
We have recently introduced a six-degree-of-freedom
powered cobot and described its capabilities as a haptic
interface [3]. This cobot is an example of an “admittancetype haptic display” – it senses the forces and torques
applied by a user and controls motion in response. The
HapticMaster [4] is another example of an admittance-type
haptic display. While today’s impedance and admittance
displays may both be used to simulate a wide range of
mechanical behaviors, they excel in different areas.
Impedance displays are highly backdrivable and welladapted to simulating low inertia, low damping
environments. Admittance displays, on the other hand, are
well-adapted to displaying rigid constraints, so-called
“virtual surfaces” [5]. Unlike impedance displays,
admittance displays must actively simulate inertia. While
doing so increases controller complexity, it also allows for a
higher level of fidelity, as illustrated in the scalpel example

above. As another example, the user of an admittance
display can throw it and reasonably expect proper behavior
even once the device has left his hand.
In this paper, we take on the problem of simulating
inertial systems, including holonomic and nonholonomic
constraints.
B. Algorithms
Two sources of simulation techniques are the haptics
literature and the computer graphics/animation literature. In
the former, popular approaches to handling constraints are
the god-object tracker and the virtual proxy algorithm [6,
7]. These algorithms track the location of a tool in the
virtual world (e.g., the surgeon’s scalpel), compute the
points of interaction with that virtual world (a model of the
patient), and ultimately compute contact forces due to interpenetration depths. These forces are then used to compute
a total reaction force to be displayed to the surgeon.
Significant in the present context, these algorithms do not
normally allow for the control of inertial dynamics tangent
to surfaces or while in unconstrained situations. The motion
of the god-object or virtual proxy along a constraint does
not obey a dynamic model, but instead moves in response
to the user's motion.
Much more general algorithms for resolving dynamic
collisions as well as the contact state between two rigid
bodies have been developed by the computer graphics
community. These methods compute constraint forces and
impulses, and treat dynamics in all directions, normal as
well as tangent [8, 9]. Generally speaking, however, these
methods are designed for neither “hard” real-time (where
computation time is always less than the actual integration
time step) nor interface to haptic devices.
C. Haptic System Framework
Figure 1 illustrates the terminology we use in this paper
to describe the operation of a haptic system. We call the
physical device manipulated by the user the
“manipulandum,” with coordinates x and inertia matrix
M m ( x) , the unmasked inertia of the end-effector. The
“virtual tool” in the virtual environment has coordinates
qv , related to the coordinates of the manipulandum by the
kinematics

qv = ϕ ( x) .
Manipulandum

f , x, M m ( x )

(1)

Reference Tool
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Figure 1. Physical interface and virtual environment.

The inertia matrix of the virtual tool, or our surgeon’s
scalpel, is M ( qv ) . Because the coordinates of the virtual
tool are directly determined by the manipulandum, due to
control errors, the virtual tool may not exactly satisfy the
holonomic and nonholonomic constraints describing the
desired motion and configuration freedoms of the
tool. Because of this, we define a “reference tool” with
coordinates qr and an inertia matrix M ( qr ) . The
reference tool moves according to a physics simulation and
always exactly satisfies the virtual holonomic constraints
H (qr ) = 0

(2)

and the virtual nonholonomic constraints
A ( qr ) qr = 0 .

(3)

Note that the holonomic constraints can be differentiated
and included in the A(qr ) matrix. We do this in the
remainder of the paper. However, one must be careful to
avoid creep resulting from integration errors of such a
system. We employ a parametric method (discussed in
detail later) in order to keep the holonomic constraints
satisfied.
For our example of the surgeon, we could employ both
holonomic and nonholonomic constraints, limiting the
depth of the scalpel’s incision and the direction of its
motion respectively. The holonomic constraint reduces both
the number of available motion freedoms and dimension of
the configuration space, and the nonholonomic constraint
reduces the number of motion freedoms but not the
dimension of the configuration space.
The control scheme described in this paper can be
summarized as follows. The user applies a generalized
force f to the manipulandum, sensed by a six-degree-offreedom load cell. This force is transformed by the
kinematics ϕ to a force acting on the virtual tool f v .

 ∂ϕ 
fv = 

 ∂x 

−T

f

(4)

Assuming that qr is approximately qv (one of the
purposes of the controller is to keep the virtual tool close to
the reference tool), the generalized force f r = f v is applied
to the reference tool, along with any other virtual external
forces due to springs, dampers, and gravity. The
acceleration of the constrained reference tool is then
calculated, and the reference tool motion is integrated
forward. This acceleration acts as a feedforward
acceleration applied to the virtual tool. In addition to this
feedforward acceleration, a (hopefully small) feedback
acceleration is applied to the virtual tool to compensate
small position and velocity errors between the reference
tool and the virtual tool. The total acceleration is
transformed by the kinematics ϕ to an acceleration of the
manipulandum x . The result is a realistic display of the
constrained dynamics of the virtual tool. Since the device is
commanding motion, it is imposing forces on itself through

any mass distal to the load cell. Cancellation of the static
and dynamic affects of this mass should be done.

D. Paper Summary
Section II describes the calculation of the acceleration
of the reference tool, and Section III describes the controller
that causes the virtual tool (and therefore the
manipulandum) to track the reference tool. Examples of a
disk rolling on a plane and a plate sliding tangent to a
sphere are provided. Section IV presents experimental data
from implementations of the examples with a haptic
display.
II.

SIMULATION OF A DYNAMIC HAPTIC ENVIRONMENT

A. Outline
There are several steps in propagating the physics
simulation of a reference tool subject to constraints. The
input to the simulation is the current state of the reference
tool, qr and qr , as well as forces f r applied by an
operator. The output is the resulting acceleration, qr , based
on the simulated inertia, damping, springs, gravity and
constraints. This acceleration is then integrated in such a
manner consistent with the configuration submanifold
specified by holonomic constraints, and becomes the new
state of the physics simulation.
B. Euler-Lagrange Formulation
The Euler-Lagrange dynamic equations, including
holonomic and/or nonholonomic constraints, are expressed
M ( q)q + C ( q, q )q = τ + A(q )T λ

(5)

A( q)q = 0 .

(6)

These are expressed in terms of n generalized
coordinates q . M ( q ) is an n × n symmetric positive
definite inertia matrix. The Coriolis forces are represented
by the vector C (q, q )q . A( q) is an m × n matrix of
Pfaffian constraints, either holonomic or non-holonomic,
and λ is the vector of Lagrange multipliers representing
the m constraint force magnitudes. The rows of A(q ) are
the constraint force directions. External forces
τ = f v − τ d − τ s − g (q) are composed of user interaction
forces f v , forces of virtual springs τ s and forces of virtual
dampers τ d . Generalized user interaction forces f v are
measured via a force torque sensor in an admittance-type
haptic display. Virtual gravity and potential fields are
represented by g (q) .
Equations 5 and 6 apply for any simulated mechanical
device. For the particularly interesting case of a rigid-body
reference tool, generalized coordinates can be given by
three translational coordinates ( q1 , q2 , q3 ) and three Euler
angles (q4 , q5 , q6 ) . We have chosen an Euler angle set such
that all singularities are out of the workspace for our
specific manipulandum. Euler angles allow us to work in
generalized coordinates rather than with the special
orthogonal group SO (3) .

M ( q ) for the case of a rigid body can be expressed

 mΙ3 x 3
M (q) = 
 0


.
R( q) JR (q) 
0

T

(7)

Here m is the desired mass of the virtual tool, Ι 3 x 3 the
identity matrix, and J the constant body fixed inertia
adjusted by the rotation matrix R(q) to the generalized
coordinate inertial frame.
C. Constraints
Given n generalized coordinates and m constraints,
the tangent space at a given configuration has n − m
motion freedoms. If the rows of A( q) , ai ( q) , i = 1...m ,
can be represented by ∂hi / ∂q = ai (q) for some real-valued
functions hi ( q ) , the constraint is said to be holonomic or
integrable and can be written as hi ( q) = ci .
If b of the m constraints in A( q) correspond to
holonomic constraints, there exists an n − (m − b) dimensional integrable submanifold Z of reachable
configurations. The coordinates z j , j = 1...(n − (m − b))
parameterize the configuration space of the constrained
system, a submanifold of the ambient space Q . n
functions q = ψ ( z ) define the parametric description.
While nonholonomic constraints reduce the apparent
motion freedoms, they do not decrease the dimensionality
of the reachable configuration submanifold.

D. Parametric Formulation For Integration
In order to propagate the simulation forward,
accelerations of the reference tool, qr , must be computed
and then integrated to yield new reference tool velocities
and positions. In order to solve for the acceleration, we first
evaluate the Lagrange multipliers λ . In order to isolate the
Lagrange multipliers, we first differentiate A(q )q = 0 and
plug it into the dynamic equations for q , yielding the
following expression for the Lagrange multipliers [10]:
  + AM −1 (C (q, q )q − τ ))
λ = ( AM −1 AT ) −1 (− Aq

(8)

Now Equation 5 can be solved for the complete
acceleration qr of the reference tool.

qr = M (qr ) −1 (τ + A(qr )T λ − C (qr , qr )qr )

(9)

Now we can integrate the reference acceleration qr to
yield qr and qr . The integration method must keep the
reference tool on the constraint submanifold. We suggest a
parametric approach in order to effectively integrate the
equations of motion and keep the reference position on the
constraint submanifold. Generalized accelerations qr are
related to parametric accelerations z , via the following
relationship:
qr =

∂ψ
∂ 2ψ

z + zT 2 z
∂z
∂z

(10)

In order to integrate the parameters z from desired
accelerations qr , Equation 10 can be rearranged to yield

†

2
 ∂ψ  
T ∂ ψ



z =
q
z
−
r

 2

 ∂z  
 ∂z

 
 z  .
 

(11)

Here (∂ψ / ∂z ) = ((∂ψ / ∂z ) (∂ψ / ∂z )) (∂ψ / ∂z ) is
the pseudo-inverse. The pseudo-inverse is merely
performing a change of coordinates, or a kinematic
projection here. Numerical integration of z will yield a
reference point on the configuration submanifold, necessary
later in the paper for the computation of feedback terms.
The method of integration should be chosen carefully to
avoid numerical problems over time, but our key concern in
this paper is the instantaneous constrained dynamics. Also,
although we are doing dynamics for a rigid body, we have
chosen coordinates and not a Lie group representation
utilizing the special orthogonal group for rotations. While
our choice of coordinates has integration problems near
singularities, we have avoided much more complex
integration issues for the implicit SO (3) representation of
orientation [11]. We have no issues with the singularities of
an Euler angle coordinate representation since they can be
placed out of the workspace of our specific six-degree-offreedom device.
−1

T

†

T

E. Example 1
In order to demonstrate a physics simulation consisting
of both holonomic and nonholonomic constraints, we
consider a disk with inertia M ( q ) as our rigid body in
SE (3) , confined to roll upright on a plane without slipping.
Figures 2 and 3 define the translational coordinates
( q1 , q2 , q3 ) and rotational coordinates (q4 , q5 , q6 ) we have
chosen to represent the disk. s indicates the generalized
coordinate inertial frame, and b the body frame of the disk.

yb

zb

(q1 , q2 , q3 )

xb

zs

xs
Figure 2. Definition of translational coordinates.
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Figure 3. Definition of rotational coordinates.

Restricting a disk of radius r to roll on the plane
q3 = 0 and stand upright yields the holonomic constraints

π

(12)

→ q6 = 0

2

(13)

Assuming the holonomic constraints are satisfied,
imposing the no-slip rolling constraint yields the following
two nonholonomic constraints.
rq5 cos(q4 ) + q1 = 0

(14)

rq5 sin(q4 ) + q2 = 0

(15)

Thus the constraint matrix is
0

A( q ) =  0
1
0


0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0 r cos( q4 )
0 r sin(q4 )

0
1 .
0
0 

(16)

The reachable configuration submanifold is now fourdimensional and can be parametrized
 z1 
 z2 
 
q = ψ ( z) =  r  .
z3
 z4 
π 
 2

(17)

The inertia matrix M (qr ) is given in Equation 7.
Given a generalized force f r and current state qr and qr ,
we compute the acceleration of the reference tool qr . Since
we have the current z and z , we can use Equation 11 to
project the acceleration of the reference tool qr to the
parametric acceleration z . Integrating z yields new values
of z and z from which we then can compute new values
qr = ψ ( z ) and qr = (∂ψ / ∂z ) z . These terms will be used in
the development of feedback controllers in the next section.
III.

r

ys

q3 = r → q3 = 0

CONTROLLER DESIGN

A. Feedforward and Feedback Components
As shown in Figure 1, the virtual tool analog of the
manipulandum position is qv = ϕ ( x) . The virtual
environment tool position qv likely does not correspond
exactly with the reference tool position qr . Thus a
controller is needed to make the virtual tool track the
reference tool, nulling out errors both orthogonal to and
along the constraint submanifold.
The feedforward acceleration of the virtual tool qvff is
equal to the complete acceleration of the reference tool qr .
A PID feedback acceleration controller for qvfb will
take the following form:

qvfb = K p e + K i ∫ edt + K d e

(18)

e = ( qr − qv ) is the tracking error of the virtual tool
relative to the reference tool state of the physics simulation.
K p , K i and K d are feedback gain matrices.

Summing the feedforward and feedback accelerations of
the virtual tool yields the total acceleration command for
the virtual tool.
qv = qvff + qvfb

(19)

Utilizing the kinematics ϕ , this acceleration is mapped
back to the physical interface yielding an acceleration

x = (∂ϕ / ∂x) −1 (qv − x T (∂ 2ϕ / ∂x 2 ) x ) .
command
Subsequently, device specific kinematics convert x into
joint level commands. For cobots, these joint level
commands will be desired velocities of mechanical
continuously variable transmission elements [12-14]. A
block diagram of an admittance-type haptic control system
is shown in Figure 4. Implicit in this diagram is the need to
cancel the static and dynamic effects of a haptic display
mass distal to the force sensor.
Feed Forward Accelerations
Dynamics
Simulation

Forward
Kinematics

Integration

Actuation
∑

Inverse
Kinematics

Haptic
Display

Reference Tool State
Feedback Controller
Virtual Tool State

Forward
Kinematics

Haptic Display
State

Forces Applied to Haptic Display

Figure 4. Block diagram of the Dynamics Simulation, Integration,
Feedback Controller and Haptic Display.

B. Example 1 Continued
Returning to the example of the disk, we now see that
the reference disk state qr = ψ ( z ) and qr = (∂ψ / ∂z ) z is
utilized to generate feedback accelerations both in the
constrained directions and the free directions. The feedback
terms attempt to keep the velocity vector of the virtual disk
to be pure rolling in the plane and obeying the no-slip
rolling condition. Feedback terms will null out any
deviations of the virtual disk from upright, and deviations
of the virtual disk from the plane. Feedback will also assist
the feedforward terms in keeping the virtual disk spinning
and rolling to keep up with the reference disk.
C. Example 2
As an example of the mathematical tools presented
here, consider a disk as shown in Figure 5, whose center
must stay in contact with a sphere of radius r located at
( s1 , s2 , s3 ) . Thus the reference disk can move in two
degrees of freedom about the sphere that it is constrained
to, and rotate about the contact normal axis.
The reference disk, nominally residing in sixdimensional SE (3) , is given a set of generalized
coordinates q in the same fashion as in Figures 2 and 3. In
order to establish the constraint equations for this scenario,
consider a rotation matrix R (q4 , q5 , q6 ) , composed of a
rotation of q4 about zb , followed by a rotation of q6 about
the new xb , followed by a rotation of q5 about the new zb .
This matrix multiplied by the vector (0, 0, −r )T in the body
fixed frame will yield the current generalized coordinates

( q1 , q2 , q3 ) of the virtual tool less the location of the sphere
( s1 , s2 , s3 ) . The cells of the rotation matrix irrelevant to this
example are not shown.

⋅⋅⋅ ⋅⋅⋅ sin(q5 ) sin( q6 )   0   q1 − s1 
⋅⋅⋅ ⋅⋅⋅ cos(q5 )sin(q6 )   0  =  q2 − s2 
cos(q6 )   r   q3 − s3 
⋅⋅⋅ ⋅⋅⋅
zb

(q1 , q2 , q3 )

xb

yb

zs

(20)

r
ys

xs
( s1 , s2 , s3 )
Figure 5. This virtual environment consists of a reference disk required
to stay tangent to a sphere.

We can then pull out three holonomic constraint
equations:
q1 − r sin(q5 ) sin(q6 ) − s1 = 0

(21)

q2 − r cos(q5 ) sin(q6 ) − s2 = 0

(22)

q3 + r cos(q6 ) − s3 = 0

(23)

Note the lack of dependence on q4 , the allowed spin of
the disk about its zb axis which is the contact normal.
These three holonomic constraint equations can be
differentiated to yield
1 0 0 0 −r c q5 s q6
A(q) =  0 1 0 0 r s q5 s q6
0
 0 0 1 0

− r s q5 c q6 
− r c q5 c q6  .
r s q6 

(24)

The reachable configuration submanifold is now threedimensional and can be parametrized
 s1 + r sin( z2 ) sin( z3 ) 
 s2 + r cos( z2 ) sin( z3 ) 


s3 + r cos( z3 )
q = ψ ( z) = 
.
z1


z2


z3



(25)

Like Example 1, these functions can be differentiated to
yield the necessary relations for transformation between
generalized coordinate accelerations and parameter
accelerations for integration along the parametrized
submanifold.
IV.

IMPLEMENTATION

A. The Cobotic Hand Controller
The two examples presented in this paper, among many
others, have been implemented with the Cobotic Hand
Controller (Figure 6), a six-degree-of-freedom, fullyactuated admittance-type haptic display [3]. Figures 7-10
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depict actual recorded data from the implementations of
Examples 1 and 2. In them we show that the holonomic
and nonholonomic constraints are well satisfied.
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B. Example 1 Continued
The six-centimeter-diameter disk in Figure 7 is in
rolling contact with the plane. It is allowed to spin and roll,
but is unable to slide sideways. It is able to make sideways
motion by parallel parking, or it could simply turn and drive
in that direction. The simulated disk has mass 0.25 kg, all
principal-axis inertias are 0.0025 kgm2, translational
damping is 1.0 Ns/m, and rotational damping is 0.1
Nms/rad.
In Figure 8, several metrics of the implementation are
reported. The error in the height of the disk and orientation
of the disk are shown to be negligible and are on the order
of the position resolution of the Cobotic Hand Controller.
Also reported is the percent error in the rolling constraint,
0.01| V − rω | /(| V | +ε ) ,
where
ε = 0.001
m/s,
rω = −(0.03m)q5 and V = q1 cos q4 + q2 sin q4 is in m/s.
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Figure 8. This is experimental data recorded from an implementation of
Example 1 with the Cobotic Hand Controller. All data is computed from
“virtual” coordinates, or physically meaured parameters of the display. A)
Error in the height of disk center. B) Error in the disk’s upright
orientation. The noise in A and B is partially due to analog sensor noise
and is nearly equivalent to what would be obtained when the device is not
moving. C) Rolling velocity V = q1 cos q4 + q2 sin q4 of the disk. D) The
percent of error in the rolling constraint is 0.01| V − rω | /(| V | +ε ) where
rω = −(0.03m) q5 , V is in m/s and ε = 0.001 m/s. ε prevents this
metric from reporting infinite error at near zero speed.
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Figure 6. The Cobotic Hand Controller, a six-degree-of-freedom haptic
display. An operator interacts with the spherical manipulandum at left.
The device can display an extremely large range of impedances due to its
use of continuously variable transmissions in its parallel architecture.
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Figure 9. A simulated disc, shown at one second intervals, is
constrained to track a virtual sphere while staying tangent to it, but is
allowed to rotate about the contact normal. The arrows indicate the
orientation of the disk on the sphere.
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Figure 7. A disc shown at 0.1 second intervals in rolling contact with a
planar surface. The shadow shows the line contact of the disc with the
plane, or “tire tracks” as the disk makes “parallel parking” motions.

C. Example 2 Continued
Figure 9 portrays a two-centimeter-diameter disk
constrained to stay tangent to a ten-centimeter-diameter
sphere, but allowed to rotate about its contact normal with
the sphere. The disk has the same inertial properties as in
Example 1, even though we have changed its dimensions.
In Figure 10, several metrics of the implementation are
reported. Also demonstrated is the ability of the Cobotic
Hand Controller to impart rigid constraints, as it suffers no

significant position errors even when subjected to a 35 N
load normal to the constraint surface.
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space of virtual stiffness, virtual damping and virtual inertia
parameter values. Also underway is research to characterize
the impact on impedance range of both the rotational-tolinear-motion continuously variable transmission elements
utilized in the Cobotic Hand Controller’s joints, and the
exploitation of the redundancy in the actuation architecture
of the Cobotic Hand Controller [3, 15].
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